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On an ordinary morning, Maria Colson takes her baby son Dylan to the corner
store. She turns her back for only a few seconds. When she looks again, she sees
his empty stroller, as Dylan is being abducted into a waiting van. Maria climbs
into the van, but is violently thrown to the road where she is left for dead as the
vehicle vanishes without a trace.

As Maria fights for her life and her anguished young husband keeps a beside
vigil, the FBI and police across metro Sea-Tac and Washington State search for
Dylan.
Seattle Mirror reporter Jason Wade is under pressure to bring in a big story, and
the Colson kidnapping could be it. It’s certainly a bizarre case with pieces that
just don’t add up: The Colsons are a hard-working couple. Former high school
sweethearts. No problems. No enemies.

Then Jason and his dad, a private detective haunted by his former life as a cop,
discover a grisly murder of a young woman that is somehow connected to the
Colsons.

Now, in a dark Seattle underground of desperate dreamers and ex-convicts, Jason
embarks on an investigation that parallels one led by Homicide Detective Grace
Garner.

They're both hunting for the one piece of the puzzle that connects the baby’s
disappearance with a spine-tingling case of revenge. And time is running out,
because whoever took little Dylan Colson is more dangerous than anyone could
ever imagine.

With Every Fear, Rick Mofina takes suspense to a whole new level in a heart-
pounding story that moves like a true crime case torn from today's headlines.

Rick Mofina is a former journalist who has interviewed murderers on death row,
flown over L.A. with the LAPD and patrolled with the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police near the Arctic. He's also reported from the Caribbean, Africa and
Kuwait's border with Iraq. His books have been published in nearly 30 countries,
including an illegal translation produced in Iran.

His work has been praised by James Patterson, Dean Koontz, Michael Connelly,
Lee Child, Tess Gerritsen, Jeffery Deaver, Sandra Brown, James Rollins, Brad
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Thor, Nick Stone, David Morrell, Allison Brennan, Heather Graham, Linwood
Barclay, Peter Robinson, Håkan Nesser and Kay Hooper.

The Crime Writers of Canada, The International Thriller Writers and The Private
Eye Writers of America have listed his titles among the best in crime fiction. As
a two-time winner of Canada's Arthur Ellis Award, a three-time Thriller Award
finalist and a two-time Shamus Award finalist, the Library Journal calls him,
“One of the best thriller writers in the business."
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On an ordinary morning, Maria Colson takes her baby son Dylan to the corner store. She turns her back for
only a few seconds. When she looks again, she sees his empty stroller, as Dylan is being abducted into a
waiting van. Maria climbs into the van, but is violently thrown to the road where she is left for dead as the
vehicle vanishes without a trace.

As Maria fights for her life and her anguished young husband keeps a beside vigil, the FBI and police across
metro Sea-Tac and Washington State search for Dylan.
Seattle Mirror reporter Jason Wade is under pressure to bring in a big story, and the Colson kidnapping could
be it. It’s certainly a bizarre case with pieces that just don’t add up: The Colsons are a hard-working couple.
Former high school sweethearts. No problems. No enemies.

Then Jason and his dad, a private detective haunted by his former life as a cop, discover a grisly murder of a
young woman that is somehow connected to the Colsons.

Now, in a dark Seattle underground of desperate dreamers and ex-convicts, Jason embarks on an
investigation that parallels one led by Homicide Detective Grace Garner.

They're both hunting for the one piece of the puzzle that connects the baby’s disappearance with a spine-
tingling case of revenge. And time is running out, because whoever took little Dylan Colson is more
dangerous than anyone could ever imagine.

With Every Fear, Rick Mofina takes suspense to a whole new level in a heart-pounding story that moves like
a true crime case torn from today's headlines.

Rick Mofina is a former journalist who has interviewed murderers on death row, flown over L.A. with the
LAPD and patrolled with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police near the Arctic. He's also reported from the
Caribbean, Africa and Kuwait's border with Iraq. His books have been published in nearly 30 countries,
including an illegal translation produced in Iran.

His work has been praised by James Patterson, Dean Koontz, Michael Connelly, Lee Child, Tess Gerritsen,
Jeffery Deaver, Sandra Brown, James Rollins, Brad Thor, Nick Stone, David Morrell, Allison Brennan,
Heather Graham, Linwood Barclay, Peter Robinson, Håkan Nesser and Kay Hooper.

The Crime Writers of Canada, The International Thriller Writers and The Private Eye Writers of America
have listed his titles among the best in crime fiction. As a two-time winner of Canada's Arthur Ellis Award, a
three-time Thriller Award finalist and a two-time Shamus Award finalist, the Library Journal calls him, “One
of the best thriller writers in the business."
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Editorial Review

Review
"Pushes crackling suspense to the breaking point and beyond. . . a must read!" -- Kay Hooper, New York
Times Bestselling Author.

About the Author
RICK MOFINA is a former journalist who has sat face-to-face with murderers on Death Row. His book
Blood Of Others, won the Arthur Ellis Award for Best Novel. His short story, "Lightning Rider," appears in
Michael Connelly’s anthology, Murder in Vegas. Penthouse calls Mofina, whose titles include: If Angels
Fall, Cold Fear, No Way Back, Be Mine and The Dying Hour,"One of the leading thriller writers of the day."

For more information on Rick Mofina, visit his website which can be found by searching his name.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Thomas Abrams:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive now,
people have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded
place and notice by surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated it for a while is
reading. Sure, by reading a e-book your ability to survive boost then having chance to stand than other is
high. In your case who want to start reading the book, we give you this Every Fear book as nice and daily
reading guide. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Sherri King:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With reading through you can
get a lot of information that will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world may share
their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their very own reader with their
story as well as their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the
ability about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
children, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their
expertise in writing, they also doing some research before they write with their book. One of them is this
Every Fear.

Cindy Coleman:

The particular book Every Fear has a lot details on it. So when you make sure to read this book you can get a
lot of advantage. The book was authored by the very famous author. Tom makes some research just before
write this book. That book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after perusing this book.
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Barry Trusty:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray anyone, why because this Every Fear e-book written by well-known
writer whose to say well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who read the book. Written
throughout good manner for you, leaking every ideas and creating skill only for eliminate your hunger then
you still uncertainty Every Fear as good book not simply by the cover but also with the content. This is one
book that can break don't determine book by its protect, so do you still needing yet another sixth sense to
pick this particular!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already told you so why you have to listening
to a different sixth sense.
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